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Introduction 

In the 21th century of Middle East, demands of social, economic and political changes 

is testified with the dissolution of order. Fall of the regimes in Tunisia and Egypt have 

impacted all the other Arab countries and started changes in the Middle East. 

Transformations in the internal dynamics of the region and in the perceptions and 

future projections of the western countries have taken effect in this change. The rapid 

increase of young population and poverty in the region, police state practices and 

human rights abuses, etc. have constituted the regional dynamics of the change. The 

fact that the radical movements in the region attained dangerous dimensions and 

increase in the needs of the western countries to liberal markets and  investment areas 

have led the western countries to call for democracy for the countries of the region.In 

short, quest for qualified democracies and interaction among the countries of the 

region will increase. Activities of Egypt  in the region will reach to an ultimate level, 

Israel will be forced to review its current policies, relations between the West and the 

countries of the region will be redefined. In the light of these reference, Middle 

Eastern Transformations can be generally classified with two parts as Regional 

Factors and International Sistematic Factors. 

Regional Factors 

The Middle Eastern region remained the last democratically changing area in the 

world since the third democratic wave which took place in 1989. Dr.Saif mentioned 

that a number of the Arab countries have witnessed an unprecedented popular uprising 

to call for not only reforms, transparency and the enforcement of law but also regime 
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changes since December 2010.
1
 The arguments about these uprisings bring the 

revolutions is another issue, there are some internal dynamics of regional factors 

which cause and call changes. These dynamics can be explainable in the frame of 

police state practises and human right abuses of region; rapid increase of young 

population and lastly poverty in the region. In this study, internal dynamics are 

mentioned in the example of Egypt later.On the other hand, the countries of Middle 

Eastern region will explain in this part which is internal dynamics of regional factors. 

Firstly, governments of  Middle Eastern Countries preferred the way which they 

turned their countries as a police state and control the people with the pincers of 

intelligence.
2
 For example, opponent leader of Ğannuşi was exiled in the Tunusia. 

Yemen,Syria and Algeria had a similar environment against Muslim opponents as in 

Tunusia.And also in the 1990‟s, dissidents who claim democracy were  get arrested in 

Libya.
3
 Also, unaccountability, constraints on freedom of religious and ethnic groups, 

restrictions of freedom of expression and press; torture and increasing number of 

death cases indicate  implementations which were human rights abuses and police 

state practices. Poverty is another important internal dynamics of changes. Poverty is 

regional despite that there is some effects of unrest as to be external influence. 

Therefore, slow down economic growth in the Middle East relative to the globalizing 

world; high and volatile international food prices and their impacts on vulnerable 

populations. Moreover, Middle East region have rapid population growth. On the 

other side, globalization normally brings with structural changes on the issue of 

production, investment and employment. However, there is no institutional 

improvement and development of technological and physical capital which are 

important for future of region‟s economy in the globalizing world. 

                                                           
1
 Ahmed A.Saif,His Speech of 2nd International Middle East Congress ,7-9 December,2011.(Dr.Ahmed 

A.Saif is director of Sheba Center for Strategic Studies.2
nd

 International Middle East Congress was 
made by cooperation of Marmara University,Mustafa Kemal University,TASAM,ORSAM and 
Governorship of Hatay) 
2
Amnesty International Report 2010, http://thereport.amnesty.org/en/download, 26.04.2011. 

 
3
 I. Al Soos, “ The Islamic Movements: Emerging Actors in the Middle East Politics”, Trabajos S 

Ensayos, February 2008, No:7. 
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In the countries like Egypt, Syria, Yemen; implementations of police state practises 

gradually became hard, prosperity of ruling class continuosly increased and bribery in 

the high ranking offices became more visible with the proliferation of communication 

devices. In this type of implementations pervaded poverty in this countries and 

annihilated middle class on which legitimacy of regimes was based. Whereas, 

sustaining of this type of policy and social structures become impossible in term of 

globalization which gains acceleration.
4
 

On the other hand, there are external dynamics of regional factors. Firstly, some of the 

Middle East Countries gained their independence after the First World War, some of 

them gain after the Second World War. In these countries, all of the ruling elits were 

consist of people who had inclinations of West. And also objectives of these governers 

is accesing to West in the sphere of education, culture, economy and so on. Therefore, 

there was alienation of governments from society in the Middle East. As a result of 

this alienation, participation of 2005 elections in Egypt was not exceed percentage of 

25%.
5
 

Moreover, Identity Politics is also seen at the political level. Creating a national 

identity is a necessary step for a modern state. One pecularity of Arab world is their 

failure of nation-state building project.
6
 The terms of the nation-state building project 

means that state-building was progressed according the national identity. Concept of 

national identity included in it individuals and political communities. Thereby, issue 

of building of nation was related to identities. Even, "Nationalism is an almost 

inescapable political project.” Ross
7
 embarks on a philosophical enquiry into the 

purpose of nationalism, the nature of human beings‟ identity ties to institutions like 

the nation and the state, the characteristics of the bond between the modern nation and 

the modern state. 

Lastly, most important reason of the failure of the Arab world is based on borders of 

region which was created by Western countries according to their interest after the 

                                                           
4
 See:DPT,2007:11(For example:poors of Middle East increased rate of %40) 

5
 Lisa Blaydes,Elections and Distributive Politics in Mubarak’s Egypt (Cambridge:Cambridge University 

Press,2011.) 
6
 S.E İbrahim, “Ethnic Conflict and State Building in the Arab World”, MOST Discussion Paper, 

(1996),No.10,p.235. 
7
 Ross Poole,Nation and Identity,(New York: Routledge,1999) 
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World War I.
8
 This situation was caused legitimacy crises for governments in the 

Middle East Countries.
9
 Construction of national identity by the governments who 

wants to solve identity issues in the countries like Egypt, Syria, Iraq was based on 

secular Arab identity.
10

 However, there were identity construction which was rest 

upon religion in the countries like Saudi Arabia. On the other side, some countries 

prefer to preserve their tribal bounds despite they were affected by Arab 

Nationalism.
11

 Therefore, those identity politics created instability on the international 

area.
12

  

International Sistemic Factors 

In this part of study, main topic is generally related that why demands of democracy 

started to mention about this region largely. Until the 1970, Arab Nationalism was 

influential ideology in the Arab World. From 1970‟s to 2000‟s Islamists movements 

becoming more effective in the Middle East.
13

 It can be claimed that new 

developments which were started Tunisia and get all region under the influence .At 

the end of the year 2010 have been as a result of the fact that fourty year have passed  

after the 1967 defeat in the face of Israel. That is, Arab world started to get rid of 

traumatic effects of the defeat. On the other hand, relations between the governments 

and the people began to be defined not only by the Arab-Israel issue. People started to 

want security and wealth. Therefore thousands of Egyptians took the streets with the 

discourse of “ Bread, Freedom, Human Dignity” against torture, poverty, corruption 

and unemployment.
14

 Underlying reason of these demands and demands of democracy 

was related to existing and non-existent political, economical and social structures. 

For example, Egyptian and Tunisian governments was not bound their population with 

the tax. Instead of collecting tax, these governments took the external aid. Therefore, 

these regimes did not need to get legitimacy based on their people. After the general 
                                                           
8
Raymond Hınnebusch, The International Politics of the Middle East, (Manchester: Manchester 

University Press,  2003),p.2. 
9
 Ibid,p.7. 

10
 Muharrem Hilmi Özev, “Arap Ülkelerinde Milliyetçi Düşüncenin  Gelişimi ve ‘Ulus Devlet’, İdea, C2 S 

2, Güz 2010 ,p. 122-145 . 
11

 Ibid 
12

 R.Hinnebusch,p 1-27. 
13

 Özev 
14

 Right to work, 26 January 2011, http://righttowork.org.uk/2011/01/demonstrators-in-egypt-
chanting-aish-horreya-karama-insannayia-bread-freedom-human-dignity/ 

http://righttowork.org.uk/2011/01/demonstrators-in-egypt-chanting-aish-horreya-karama-insannayia-bread-freedom-human-dignity/
http://righttowork.org.uk/2011/01/demonstrators-in-egypt-chanting-aish-horreya-karama-insannayia-bread-freedom-human-dignity/
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explaination about democracy demands, external factors of democracy demand will 

explain below. 

During the Cold War period, countries of Middle East region established authoritarian 

governments which was supported by West and USSR. However with the rise of 

globalization at the 1980‟s, flow of finance and information become less controllable 

and interaction between people increased. Therefore, USSR followed the dwindling 

preservation strategy and last disrupted the union. After the disruption of USSR, 

dictatorial regimes of Central and Eastern Europe gave place to democratic 

governments. Although this new globalization wave was realized as a reason of social 

explosions, monarchies in the Middle East sustained their existence along the twenty 

years after the Cold War. And with the terminating of Cold War, balancing position of 

Middle East regions against Eastern Block was disapperad according to the West. 

However, because of security and safety of Israel, Western countries continued to 

support of authoritarian regime in the Middle East region.
15

 

From the Cold War to late 1990‟s, demands of democracy for Middle East was started 

to claim by Western Countries because of various reasons. These reasons indicated 

that why democracy demand for region started before 11th september 2001. 

Nevertheless, 9\11 leaded to intensify this demand.The Western reasons of searching 

for democracy in this region can be mention some points as threatenings of radical 

elements, external factors like security of Israel, searching of new markets and 

requirements of investment area and also because of widening influence area of China 

and Russia and so on. First of all, there were administrations which lost their 

legitimacy before the people. Therefore, these region included radical elements which 

compose danger for West. Anti-democratic environment in the Middle East not only 

affected Middle Eastern countries and Western interests, but also directly threats for 

the West as is the case in 9/11 events. According to basic arguments about terror 

assaults of 9/11 and other attacks to the Western countries capital cities was based on 

the idea which the West sustained existence in the region with its dictators and this 

related to worsening situation of this region‟s people. These arguments was well 

                                                           
15

 See: William R.Keylor, The Twentieth-Century World An International History,(New York: Oxford 
Universiry Press,1996),part two. 
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accepted by people of Middle East. And also, anger for West grew every passing day. 

On the other side, situation of Israel was becoming more complex with the 

consolidating of radical approaches. In the Middle East, people put the blame on the 

Western Countries because of their support for the dictatorial regimes and this lead to 

bad situation of Palestine for them.
16

 Briefly result, these two problems-radical 

elements and security of Israel-was coped with only legitimate democracy which was 

acceptable by the West.
17

  

Other point of searching democracy can be explainable with frame of emerging of 

new power which can be limited the activities of the West in the international arena 

when becoming the years of 2000‟s. These new actors- such as China,Turkey, Russia, 

India, Iran - can be easily penetrate Middle East. Morever, especially block of China 

and Russia, these new actor was threaten with possibility of near contact with the 

Middle Eastern dictator. Therefore necessity was emerged which West should 

establish their relation with the Middle East on the democratic ground. At the same 

time, 11 September 2001  displayed the bad situation of Middle East. After the 9 / 11, 

USA occupied Iraq and Afghanistan with the sphere of democracy and counter-

terrorism discourse.
18

 However USA did not progress in the institutionalization of 

democracy. And also USA  did not to be succesful against terrorism. In this way, 

Democratization of region was delayed after eleven year. 

To sum up, Western Countries‟ seeking of democracy was briefly explained above. 

However, there are internal dynamics of region which openly indicate seeking of 

democracy in the region. These dynamics was mentioned in the sphere of example of 

Egypt in this article. 

Internal dynamics of Egypt 

Wave of uprisings, which insiped by events in Tunusia, occupied all af the Arab 

World. These uprisings did not indicate that demands for changing and democracy is 

                                                           
16

 Y.Schweitzer, “The Terrorism Threat against Israel from Al Qaeda and Global Jihad”,Military 
Strategic Affairs,(Volume2No1,June 2010)p.2-28. 
17

 E.Bellin, “Democratization and Its Discontents: Should America Push Political Reform in the Middle 
East?”, Foreign Affairs,(July-August 2008), http://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/64462/eva-
bellin/democratization-and-its-discontents?page=show, (e.t. 28/04/2011). 
18

 Seifudein Adem,article of “The War in Iraq and the Ideology of Clashism”,book of War in the 
Gardens of Babylon-Middle East after the Iraqi War,(İstanbul:TASAM Publications,June 2004),p.107. 
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only based on year of 2010. For Example, in Egypt, serious opposition movements 

were witnessed from the last period of Ottoman Empires.
19

 Also Egypt have a certain 

dissidence culture. Therefore, during the British Colonialism, first years of the 

independence and Nasser term there was oppositional movements. In the book of 

Dekmejian, opposition movements of these years were explained as in this sentence: 

“The rise of anti-British terrorism, the multiplication of secret organizations, the 

peasants rebellions… against serfdom‟ are all related to rising of popular anger.”
20

 In 

the respect of last thirty years, Egyptian people show their anger for government with 

the plenty of protests after the Camp David. 

When coming to 2010‟s, Egypt witnessed the protests against governments which 

students from Cairo and Alexendria Universities also participated demonstrations. In 

2003,  “20 March Egyptian Movement for Change” was emerged as a critic of 

government‟s actions for Iraqi occupation. When summer of 2004, it became a 

platform  for protest- with the discourse of “Kefaye”
21

-  against Hosni Mubarek‟s 

presidency and the possibility that he might seek to transfer power directly to his son 

Gamal. These movements achieved a much greater profile during the 2005 

constitutional referendum. At 2006, worker strikes were seen in Egypt in spite of it is 

forbidden. Other side, occupational groups such as doctors, engineers, teachers 

demonstrated against governments. Two years after the worker strikes, because of 

problem of potable water and irrigation water, abolition of governments grants of 

fertizilizer and retrieving of lands-which were given with reforms- caused farmer 

demonstrations which named as “Water Revolution” in 2008.
22

 

When the 2010 parliamentary elections was protested by parties as Liberal 

Democratic Front, Wafd, İslamist Wasad, Nasserist Karama, Muslim Brotherhood and 

                                                           
19

 Doç.Dr. Süleyman Kızıltoprak, Mehmet Ali Paşa’dan II.Abbas Hilmi Paşa’ya Mısır’da Osmanlı’nın Son 
yüzyılı,(İstanbul: TBBD Yayınları,2010). 
20

 R.Hraır Dekmejian, Egypt under Nasir-A study in political dynamics,(New York: State University of 
New York Press,1971),p.74. 
21

 English meaning is “Enough”. 
22See:Dik Roth and Jeroen Warner, Virtual water: Virtuous impact? The unsteady state of virtual 
water, Agriculture and Human Value, (Volume 25, Number 2,2008),p. 257-270. 

(http://www.springerlink.com/content/f13743r53k31635n/) 

http://www.springerlink.com/content/?Author=Dik+Roth
http://www.springerlink.com/content/?Author=Jeroen+Warner
http://www.springerlink.com/content/0889-048x/25/2/
http://www.springerlink.com/content/f13743r53k31635n/
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so on. Elshobaki explained parties, movements and prospects for change in Egypt as 

below: 

Among the many ripple effects of the National Front for Change 

created by Mohamed ElBaradei in February 2010 is that it has 

made clear that there are at least two visions of political activism in 

Egypt, one reformist and the other revolutionary. Since its inception, 

the National Front for Change has distanced itself from Kifaya 

(a.k.a. the Egyptian Movement for Change), as well as radical 

nationalist and Islamist groups, who espouse a revolutionary vision 

and have failed to mobilize many followers or organize sustained 

protests. At the same time, more moderate elements of these 

movements have joined ElBaradei‟s initiative.
23

 

In terms of foreign policy of the region‟s countries, some passive attitudes and actions 

of governments as in Israel siege of Gaza caused to become deepening seperation 

between peoples and governments. Situation of Palestinian people also influenced the 

seperation because of Arab and Muslim identity of Egypt. Other deepening reason of 

the seperation is based on governments‟ passive attitude against USA plans and policy 

about region. For example, Egypt accepted to decrease soldier number and armament 

level with the Camp David Treaty. Other hand, Regional states took the differenrt 

positions for decision of US Invasion of Iraq. Aoude explained Egypt attitude towards 

the Invasion  and situation of region as above; 

Egypt provided diplomatic cover for the US invasion, especially in 

the Arab League summit meeting that it hosted in early March 

2003.The March 6,2003 Islamic Summit Conference, held in Doha, 

Qatar clearly showed the fractures in the Arab states‟ position vis a 

vis the invasion.
24

 

                                                           
23

 Amr Elshobaki, Parties,movements and prospects for change in Egypt,20 May 2010. 

(http://www.carnegieendowment.org/sada/2010/05/20/parties-movements-and-
prospects-for-change-in-egypt/6c04) 
24

 İbrahim G.Aoude (Prof.Dr.,Hawai University), “Leaving Iraq or Staying? Security Discourses and US 
Global Strategy”, State Building and Security in Iraq after the American Occupation, M.Hilmi Özev 
(Ed.), İstanbul:TASAM publications, 2011), p.252 

http://www.carnegieendowment.org/sada/2010/05/20/parties-movements-and-prospects-for-change-in-egypt/6c04
http://www.carnegieendowment.org/sada/2010/05/20/parties-movements-and-prospects-for-change-in-egypt/6c04
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In other words, US practises in the Middle East generate popular opposition. Aoude 

also state that “recent events in the Arab world clearly demonstrate that when it comes 

to a choice between US imperial interests and the ideals of democracy and liberty, the 

US had earned the animosity of the peoples of the Middle East.”
25

 

Egypt is an essential point to understand the regional events eventhough each country 

of region have own history, economic structure and sociology. These countries are 

located same askew regional order which were leaded by autocrats. This order was 

revized after the establishing of Israel and the Camp David Treaty of 1979. This 

system formed last thirty years of Middle East. Governments which were based on 

family or party dictatorship, injustice of income distributions, absence of democratic 

expression, human rights abuses lead to social problems which manifest itself as 

“AİSH, HORREYA, KARAMA INSANNAYIA = Bread, Freedom,Human 

Dignity.”
26

 

 

Egyptian Revolution 

Backgrounds of Revolution in Egypt was tried to be explained in other parts of the 

study which is about the changes in the Middle East. He last Middle Eastern Changes 

named “Arab Springs” as a revolution which was catalyzed by Tunisian street 

vendors-Mohamed Bouazizi who set himself on fire in the Tunisia. After the succesful 

uprising in Tunisia, thousands of Egyptian protesters gathered in Cairo. Although 

Egyptian uprisings were inspired by Tunisian events, opposition movements against 

Hosni Mubarak did not start with Tunisian uprisings. 

Egypt‟s uprisings happened because there was a sudden change in 

the balance of resources between rulers and ruled. „…‟  .Charles 

Tilly observed that one of the ways revolutions happen is that the 

efficiency of government coercion deteriorates. That decline occurs 

“when the character, organization and daily routines of the 

population to be controlled change rapidly.”  The organization and 

daily routines of the Egyptian population had undergone significant 

                                                           
25

 Ibid  
26

 Right to work, 26 January 2011, http://righttowork.org.uk/2011/01/demonstrators-in-egypt-
chanting-aish-horreya-karama-insannayia-bread-freedom-human-dignity/ 

http://righttowork.org.uk/2011/01/demonstrators-in-egypt-chanting-aish-horreya-karama-insannayia-bread-freedom-human-dignity/
http://righttowork.org.uk/2011/01/demonstrators-in-egypt-chanting-aish-horreya-karama-insannayia-bread-freedom-human-dignity/
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changes in the years preceding the revolt.  „…‟ In hindsight, it is 

simple to pick out the vulnerabilities of the Mubarak regime and 

arrange them in a neat list as the ingredients of breakdown. But that 

retrospective temptation misses the essential point: Egyptians 

overthrew a strong regime. 
27

 

On the other hand, latest changes in the Middle East, or Arab Spring, can be compared 

with the Colour Revolutions at beginning of 2000‟s. There is similarities and 

differences between Middle Eastern revolutions and Colour Revolutions. First, There 

is a similarity about two revoulitionary waves: both are argued named as “Regional 

diffusion”
28

. Another similarity is based on Egypt‟s case and Ukrainian case. Orange 

Revolution was one of the Colour Revolutions, which emerged in Ukraine. This may 

have been the first in history to be organized largely online and mobilize the masses 

with the internet media as in the Egypt case. However, there is a difference between 

Ukrainian case and Egyptian case. Orange Revolution was a result of the run-off vote 

of the 2004 Ukrainian fradulent presidental election, then,  a series of protests and 

political events that took place in Ukraine. The slogans used by the Orange Revolution 

demonstrators were “Together we are many! We can not be defeated.” “"Nobody will 

stop us now.”
29

 If Egyptian slogans – “ Kifaye-Enough” and “ Bread, Freedom, 

Human Dignity” were compared with them, differences between the slogans can be 

seen clearly. In Ukraine, there was a semi-autocratic regime.
30

 However, Egypt has a 

comperatively authoritarian regime before the revolution. Comparison between these 

slogans indicated that they had different historical backgrounds and social structure. 

In the final analysis, “do Egypt‟s revolutionary situation lead to revolutionary 

outcome?” is a typical question, as it the case after all revolutions. There is a common 

demand for change by groups- as workers movements, oppositionary parties or 

groups, youth movements and so on- in Egypt. However, the motto which was merged 

                                                           
27

 Mona El-Ghobashy, “ The Praxis of the Egyptian Revolution”, MERİP. 

(http://www.merip.org/mer/mer258/praxis-egyptian-revolution) 
28

 See:Lucan Way, “ The Real Causes of the Color revolutions”,Journal of Democracy,(Volume 
19,Number3,July 2008),p.55 
29

 Tıme-November,2004. (http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,832225,00.html) 
30

 See:Michael McFaul,”Transition from Postcommunism”,Journal of Democracy,(Volume 16,Number 
3,July 2005),p.7. 

http://www.merip.org/mer/mer258/praxis-egyptian-revolution
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,832225,00.html
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before the Mubarek with the sphere of “Change for Egypt” was differentiated by 

different groups after the Mubarek. Meanwhile the West expected diverse change with 

the frame of liberal-democratic line. That is, there were interests on the region. All in 

all, writers of these studies tought that peoples of the region must continue their 

determination about their demands to have sustainable of freedom. El-Ghobashy also 

stated that issue. According to him, the genius of the Egyptian revolution is its 

methodical restoration of the public weal. The uprising restored the meaning of 

politics, if the making of collective claims on government is meant by that term.
31

 

Existing structures of rule must be transformed according to people. Citizens must be 

free to choose their presidents, governors, parliamentarians, faculty deans and village 

mayors; their trade union, students, and professional association leaders. They must 

have a binding say in the economic decisions that affect their lives.
32
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